
Inspired by nature with an elegant super 
circular design, a collection of products in

 European oak and stainless steel. Made in 
Britain, exclusively by Allgood.
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Inspired by nature and designed by architect Alex 
Mowat, Holt is a range of door and bathroom 
products in European oak, made in Britain 
exclusively by Allgood.  

Since its launch in 2015, the Holt range with its 
elegant super circular design and Nordic influences 
has been embraced by architects, designers and 
their clients across a diverse mix of projects in a 
broad range of sectors.  

This is a collection of standout projects where 
Holt has played its part in some beautiful and 
inspiring work.  We also feature the complete Holt 
range, including new products which follow the 
elegant super circular design aesthetic using other 
materials, such as solid grade 316 stainless steel.  
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The Holt range by Allgood ensures that all visitors’ 
first physical contact with the Maggie’s Centre 

Oldham is a positive and welcoming experience.

“

Jasmin Sohi, Associate at dRMM 
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Alex Mowat, Founding Director of Mowat & 
Company and designer of the Holt range:  

“During many travels across Northern Europe, 
I observed the Nordic tradition of using timber 
for many everyday items. I was inspired by the 
beautiful aesthetic that developed the more 
the item was used, and set about designing a 
range of items that could be applied across a 
range of environments.

Since launching the range we have had many 
successes with great architects, developers 
and individual clients. 

During this time, we have had enquiries for 
commercial projects where Holt needs to be 
integrated with other products and ranges to 
give an integrated solution to a whole building.

We therefore have extended the Holt range 
to include two all-metal lever handles that 
meet the toughest durability standards. All 
the fixings, shapes and finishes in the Holt 
range coordinate with the classic Allgood 
Modric range designed by Alan Tye. This 
makes it possible to answer all ironmongery 
requirements of even the largest building 
projects.”
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Client: Tate Edit
Sector: Public Sector, Museum
Location: London
Architect: Jasper Morrison / Herzog de Meuron
Products: Holt oak pull handles
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Tate Edit

Tate Edit is a specialist store at Tate Modern 
Bankside, which offers a carefully curated 
range of products, including: classic design 
works, furniture, tableware and cutlery as 
found around the gallery. Every few months 
a new guest editor selects items for the shop 
and favourite pieces are regularly hand-picked 
by the store’s team.

Jasper Morrison and Herzog de Meuron 
designed the shop for Tate Modern in London 
and curated its initial selection of objects for 
sale.  As part of the design, a number of Holt 
pull handles were installed.  

The Holt pull handles have been a great addition to 
the new beautiful space. Visitors have even asked 
where they are from, and if we are selling them!  In 
my opinion, the handles were specified due to their 

level of design, and their sturdy and brutalist yet 
sleek appearance.

“

Gordon Mills, Sales Manager at Tate Edit
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Maggie’s Centre

Maggie’s Centres provide free practical, emotional 
and social support to people with cancer, and their 
family and friends. Founded upon Maggie Keswick 
Jencks’ view that people should not “lose the joy of 
living in the fear of dying”, each Maggie’s Centre is 
designed to alleviate the clinical and dispirited feel of 
hospital environments, while enabling patients to feel 
empowered and comfortable.

Small touches make the biggest difference 
at Maggie’s.  Our smooth wooden fittings are 
pleasing to the touch and help us to ensure 

comfort for our visitors.  These small but 
incredibly thoughtful touches make our visitors 
feel cared for, valued and understood with no 

words needing to be spoken.

“

Laura Tomlinson, Manager,
Maggie’s Centre Oldham

Client: Maggie’s Centre
Sector: Healthcare, Third sector  
Location: Oldham
Architect: dRMM
Products: Holt cabinet handles, coat hooks, door stops, grab 
rails, lever handles, numerals, pull handles, self-adhesive 
signs, toilet brush holders, toilet roll holders, wc turns, 
indicators and releases and Doc M disabled toilet furniture
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Client: Wildernesse Restaurant
Sector: Hospitality, Residential
Location: Wildernesse Estate, Sevenoaks, Kent 
Architect: Morris + Company 
Products: Holt levers, pull handles, 
cupboard handles
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Wildernesse Restaurant 

Wildernesse Restaurant is a beautifully 
conceived restaurant pavilion located on 
Wildernesse Estate in Kent, England.  Replacing 
a former 19th-century conservatory within a 
Grade II listed country estate now transformed 
into a new, modern retirement development by 
PegasusLife, the restaurant was not only 
designed as the beating heart of the 
community, but also is the architect’s modern 
take on an orangerie, or the classic Victorian 
tea house.  

The metal-skinned, timber-vaulted 
restaurant is a contemporary take on a 
traditional glasshouse, celebrating the 

efficiency of modern methods of
 construction.

“

Harriet Saddington, Associate at 
Morris + Company
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Hansgrohe Water Studio

Based in the heart of Clerkenwell, Hangrohe’s new 
showroom aims to create a hub of inspiration,
excitement and resources for the international 
architect and design community.

Interior design company I-AM created a brand 
experience, integrating moving, working water as 
well as more abstract, artistic features.

Bespoke length Holt pull handles were chosen for 
the existing glass entrance doors to complement the 
interior’s warming aesthetic.  

We did not want a museum but a vibrant 
playground to inspire the A&D community. 
The space revolves around working water, 

allowing visitors to experience first-hand the 
quality and performance of our products in an 

informative and most importantly fun way. 

“

UK Hansgrohe MD Martin Mongan

Client: Hansgrohe
Sector: Commercial 
Location: Clerkenwell, London
Architect: I-AM
Products: Holt oak pull handles, lever   
handles, Doc M disabled toilet furniture
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Client: University of Winchester
Sector: Education
Location: Higher Education, Ecclesiastical 
Architect: Design Engine
Products: Holt oak pull handles
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Winton Chapel

Design Engine carried out a complete 
restoration of Winton Chapel, which was 
originally built in 1880 in the Hampshire town, 
and today is on the campus of the University 
of Winchester where it serves as a venue for 
events ranging from religious services to 
music performances.

The restoration project involved reviving the 
chapel’s original wall and ceiling finishes, as 
well as adding new features including 
contemporary lighting, and oak and stone 
floors. Materials were selected to reference 
the heritage of the Christian faith.  The 
architects also worked with Luke Hughes to 
design a number of bespoke furniture pieces 
for the space, including the oak pews, lectern, 
storage units and tables. 

The finished building is, quite literally, a 
jewel within the campus; a place for prayer and 
quiet contemplation, but also a place where one 

can be both moved and inspired.

“

Richard Webster, Project Manager at the 
University of Winchester
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Pull Handles

Toilet Brush 
Holders

Fixed Grab Rails

Drop Down Grab Rails

Backrests

HO6531
HO6532
HO6533
HO6534
HO6535

HO2845

HO18000

HO18001

HO1800216

Lever Handles

Coat HooksWC Turns

SS3802  

HO2870 

HO771Q2538 HO771Q2539

HO2850 
HO2851 
HO2852 
HO2853
HO2854 
HO2855
HO2856

Numerals

HO2857 
HO2858 
HO2859 
HO2850A 
HO2850B 
HO2850C 

Door Stops

HO2381

SS3801

HO3802N

HO3801N
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Signage

Toilet Roll Holders

Cabinet Handles

HO2581   HO2582   HO2583

Holt Doc M Pack

HO18010

Consists of:-
1 x HO18000  4 x HO18001  1 x HO18002

HO8832 HO8834 HO8857 HO8848

HO8833 HO8835 HO8847 HO8849

HO2832

HO2831

In wood there is hope, humanity, scale, warmth, and 
nature’s clever plan to absorb carbon. Wood is a 

non-toxic, versatile, benign, anti-carcinogenic 
material. People like wood, but steel and concrete 

are the industry default.

“

Alex de Rijke, Studio Director of dRMM
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